Functional Surfaces through Controlled Assemblies of Upper Critical Solution Temperature Block and Star Copolymers.
Endowing surfaces with multiple advanced functionalities, such as temperature-controlled swelling or the triggered release of functional small molecules, is attractive for a large variety of applications ranging from smart textiles to advanced biomedical applications. This Invited Feature Article summarizes recent advances in the development of upper critical solution temperature (UCST) behavior of copolymers in aqueous solutions and compares the fundamental differences between lower critical solution temperature (LCST) and UCST transitions. The effect of polymer chemistry and architecture on UCST transitions is discussed for block copolymer micelles (BCMs) and star polymers in solution and assembled at surfaces. The inclusion of such nanocontainers (i.e., BCMs and star polymers) in layer-by-layer (LbL) coatings and how to control their responsive behavior through deposition conditions and binding partners is explored. Finally, the inclusion and temperature-triggered release of functional small molecules is explored for nanocontainers in LbL coatings. Taken together, UCST nanocontainers containing LbL films are promising building blocks for the development of new generations of practical, functional surface coatings.